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We want to hear from humans AND cats.  

Write us at   editor@noscenezine.com

Letter to the EditorLetter to the Editor



Cats
in the
Wild



2020  
Cat Voting Guide

1. What is your stance on Spay & Neutering?
A. It’s a cat’s personal choice

B. It should be mandatory for outdoor cats

C. If this involves getting in that carrier,  
 I want no part in this.

2. Should catnip be legal?
A. Legal catnip age should be 1 year old.

B. I don’t care just please open the back door so I can do 
 outside and sit in the garden.

C. The question should be how do we get stronger nip here
 in the states? This US stuff isn’t cutting it. 

3. Where should tax breaks be  
 occurring in this country?

A. To people with low hanging bird feeders.

B. To people actually put out breakfast and dinner ON TIME. 

C. To people who leave cardboard boxes out continually.

2020  
Cat Voting Guide

The 2020 election has more options than varieties of Greenie’s ™. 
Take the quiz to find out what candidate has your issues in mind.



4. What is your cat toy preference?
A. Feather on a stick

B. Catnip mouse

C. Ball with bells

5. What is your favorite cat food?
A. Wet

B. Dry

C. Whatever is on the kitchen counter. Is that olive oil?

6. What type of litter do you prefer?
A. Clumping

B. Non-Clumping

C. The People’s Toilet

Mostly A’s: Elizabeth Warren
Mostly B’s: Joe Biden
Mostly C’s: Bernie Sanders

Mostly unsatisfied with the 
lack of cat representation in 
politics: Socks Clinton

ODE TO  Working Cat

I once met a cat named Jumper
He was too much of a humper
Which was strange for a cat
What's up with that?
As a result, he was neutered which only
Made him plumper.

The 
neuter

L I T T E R

she  licks her paw  clean

	 the		 	 litter		 remains	filthy

but her   coat   glistens



Local H
Pack Up the Cats (1998)

Scott Lucas of Local H brings his  
self-deprecating ways with him on the third 
Local H album after hitting it "big" with 
As Good As Dead in 1996. It's in every 90s 
alternative loving kid's CD stash, but the 
real question is, do cats love it?

Cat: "It's kinda loud sometimes."

Cat Playlist
Cat inspired tunes (sorry, no "Cat Scratch 

Fever" or "Eye of the Tiger." Figured you 

listened to that enough...)

LISTEN TO THE NO SCENE ISSUE #1 PLAYLIST 
ON SPOTIFY AT: NO-SCENE.COM/PLAYLIST

Carl Perkins - Put Your Cat Clothes On

Stone Temple Pilots - Seven Caged 
Tiger

Yeah Yeah Yeahs - Gold Lion

Aseop Rock - Cat Food

Nada Surf - Meow Meow Lullaby

Tigers Jaw - Plane vs. Tank vs. 
Submarine

Nine Inch Nails - The Hand That Feeds

Korn - Freak on a Leash

Arctic Monkeys - I Want It All

Bjork - Play Dead

Local H - "Cha!" Said the Kitty

Cat Power - The Greatest

Arnold McCuller - Nowhere to Run - 
From "The Warriors" Soundtrack

Interviewer: I have no idea. 

Toonces: ZERO! There were absolutely 

not accidents from a cat driving a 

car last year.

Interviewer: Where did your career 

take you after SNL? 

Featured performer on 
Saturday Night Live

Questions and answers with  
Toonces the Driving Cat

Interviewer: Toonces, let's clear the 

air, you were just acting on SNL, right? 

You can actually drive a car?

Toonces: (munching on a blade of grass) Of course. Even though I enjoyed 

those skits, I have gotten a lot of backlash from the cat driving 

community that I gave driving cats a bad name. It was all in fun. 

Everyone knows cats are typically very responsible drivers. Do you know 

how many accidents in 2019 were attributed to a cat driving?

Toonces: Eh, I got a ton of offers for commercials. BMW was after me 

hard. But I wanted to start a family. I have 45 children now. Some in 

show business, some in other successful careers. I'm proud of them 

all. Except Striker. God damn that boy just won't listen. Wants to live 

on the street. Likes living on the street, he says ... I don't get it, I 

don't get it. (Toonces just walks away at this point and the interview 

basically ends. The interviewer chased after him, but he slipped into a 

crevice under the porch.)



CHROME 
BRIDE 
RETURNS
SPRING 
2020

Protect yourself from oil 

pan fires and herpes!

1-800-HERPFIR

Fire 
Safety

The Sassy Classies

DON’T SHOP IN THE 
SMALL DOG AISLE 

EVER AGAIN!

FAT 
CAT 
GEAR

555-F4T-MEOW

10% OFF YOUR  

FIRST ORDER!

TREATS • BEDS • ACCESSORIES 
FOR THE FULL SIZED FELINE

PROTEST 

PLANNED!

 
The Broadway musical Cats has 

never in the years and years of  

production allowed cats to audition.

 
Join us at the corner of  East 

Paw St. every Saturday night 

in solidarity for cat’s rights for 

the great cat-ctors of  the world.

 
Protest continues until it gets too loud and 

we get annoyed or we hear a bag rustling 

and must go because that might be dinner.




